Since the last crg meeting:

- Site meeting with Bruce Ramsey – received Bruce’s Mk 2 bridge and cutting proposal

- Bruce’s Mk 2 proposal developed by design team – preliminary concept produced

- Strategic estimate of Bruce’s Mk 2 proposal in progress – targeted for 27 Oct

- Further exploration of lowering current alignment – results targeted for 27 Oct

- Met with BA & BoBs community to discuss how we work together
Bridge Workshops

- A panel of independent experts assembled to interact, provide advice, stimulate new approach and encourage refinements.

- The workshops will be facilitated by an independent engineering professional

- The first workshop will take place tomorrow, Thursday 27 October

- A second workshop is anticipated on Thursday 3 November

- It is planned for the results of the workshops to be reported and made publically available two weeks after the last workshop. The report will be written by an independent.